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century, and the amendment in the second half was
very partial There has been improvement—but under
what difficulties. I would illustrate by a case that I
have known all my life, a man of first-class intelligence
and character tied to the labouring of a thirty-acre
farm of the poorest soil He was a reader and a
thinker, and he had two advantages: his farm was
purchased under the Church Act, and so there was
no fear of a rise in rent. Against this has to be set
that it was bought in a rising market and bought too
dear. The other advantage was Ms father's notable
skill with horses and cattle, by which he learnt. That,
however, was off-set by personal failings in the father.
Broadly, his history is that after half a century of toil
he owns his land, and in the war actually amassed
for the first time two or three hundred pounds of
capital that could be spared to invest in war loan.
An acre that I remember was stony moor is now a
useful paddock: in the rest of the land cultivation
has been carried as far as is possible. The effect on
the countryside has been that this man's experiments,
the result of much thought and reading, have altered
the course of farming: well-to-do neighbours have
followed the example which he set; and even now,
competing against better machinery, better land, and
available capital, he can get the best price in a market
for his pats. Yet only a few years back he showed
me a winnowing machine which he himself had con-
structed without a model from the design in some
book—not having the means to purchase one. So
short as that of the appliances for labour is Irish
peasant agriculture at its very best.
No man with that man's farm could make more
than a livelihood, and even that demands desperate
industry. When the land is good and the sky clement,
men take an easier way, and maintain the same stan-
dard of living with far less effort. Such workers as
he might do more in their place. The shrewdest
worker of land on a large scale whom I know has

